This is one of 6 coupons that I A4V'd and mailed to the IRS at 1500 Pennsylvania. I won't
show all of them as the only ones that are important are the Case Summary, and the Monthly
coupon. I filled out the monthly coupon with the amount that the case summary stated was
owed for my monthly obligation (you will see what that looks like further along in these
documents). I owed $19.65 in arrears and filled out the weekly coupons with that amount
divided by 4 – DON'T DO THIS! It seems that they will honor the larger amount if you try to
pay both, so only A4V one at a time – either your arrears OR the monthly obligation.

I indorsed the back of each money order coupon this way:
Signature
Authorized Representative.
They seemed to be okay with this, so I recommend that you do it.

As I mentioned above, do not worry about the weekly coupons unless you need to pay weekly. Do
not send both weekly and monthly coupons, and choose which amount you want to pay.

I mailed my A4V'd coupons on August 18th, and received this in the mail on August 21st,
2010. I forgot to copy the original case summary statement that I A4V'd, but it had the exact
same monthly obligation owed and in arrears it had $19.65. This shows zero'd out arrears, but
when I called, it said that my arrears were $21.00. However – the arrearage should have
included $106.39 if my monthly obligation had not be paid! It worked, they just didn't pay for
the arrears because I mistakenly put BOTH amounts and they chose the larger amount.

This is the way I A4V'd the previous case summary the same way I did this one: I put this terminology
both in the front and back (it is the same as Doug Riddle's example on his website).
ACCEPTED FOR VALUE
EXEMPT FROM LEVY
Signature
DATE SPELLED OUT
EXEMPTION ID NUMBER 123456789
DEPOSIT TO
UNITED STATES TREASURY
AND CHARGE THE SAME TO
NAME IN ALL CAPS
000-00-000

For this one, I A4V'd the monthly obligation only because that is the only amount that shows
up. Then mail this either regular mail or certified mail with no cover letter or any other forms
to the address at 1500 Pennsylvania AVE, NW (Doug Riddle's website).

The first week of September I received this coupon – monthly obligation: $106.39, and
arrears $21.00 – the arrears should have been $127.39 if I hadn't paid August! YAY! It
worked!

I filled out this monthly coupon with the arrearage amount ONLY! I will only pay one thing at a time
with each respective amount asked for that I want to take care of. Of course, I want to take care of
the arrears with this one because it shows up, and the prior one with arrears at $0.00 will take care of
the monthly obligation with monthly coupon.

